Tommy Parker: Destiny Will Find You!
Synopsis
Tommy Parker follows the story of a
seemingly
ordinary
schoolboy,
worried only about football and
homework, until his grandfather
reveals a massive secret that will
change Tommy’s life forever – a pen
that can rewrite history.
But Tommy soon learns that he has
signed up for more than he
expected, as there are others who
will stop at nothing to get their
hands on this time travelling pen.
Tommy and his friends must rise to
the challenge and fight to keep the
pen out of the hands of evil – life as
we know it could be at stake if they
don’t.

About The Author
Anthony is incredibly passionate about children’s literature, and hopes to
play his part in keeping it fresh, exciting and dangerous. Tommy Parker
certainly does this; re-defining the time travel genre and revealing what
really happened in some of the most important events in history.
When asked which three words best described himself, Anthony replied
“Never. Grown. Up.” which perhaps makes him the best suited to writing
children’s books – he is still a child at heart!
In school, Anthony was described by his teachers as “often disruptive”,
and was always told that his day-dreaming and class-clowning would
never get him anywhere. As a result, much of his life so far has been
devoted to proving those teachers wrong.
Now, having studied Law, he is qualified as a solicitor and specialises in
Criminal Defence. From lawyer to children’s author seems like an odd
jump to make, but Anthony often uses his job as inspiration. He said:

“Not a single day is the same and the colourful characters that I meet
give me inspiration for my stories!”

What Other People Are Saying About Tommy Parker
“Ormond's observations and ability to tell an exciting yarn are very
convincing; this alone, aside from the subject matter and ideas exploited
in the book, will be enough to have the reader turning pages without
wishing to put the book down.”
Rudolf Loewenstein, The School Librarian
“This book has an awesome adventure inside of it. There’s plenty of
action, history for the history buffs out there, and just lots of fun! I
couldn’t really put it down for very long, and kept going back because I
wanted to see how it would all turn out for Tommy Parker.”
Ana, Read Me Away
“Really enjoyable story for aged approx 10 upwards (and a good fun read
for adults too – I enjoyed it). Well written, good characters, good story.
The time travel element is cleverly done and well thought-through. The
baddies were scary, the links to real-history were great, and I was rooting
for Tommy and his friends throughout. Hovering between 4* and 5*, but
I've ended up on 5* because it was well above average for that type of
book. I will happily read more by the author.”
Amazon Customer
“What a fun adventure! Had me hooked from the first page. Was fastpaced with really identifiable characters. It reminded me of a Gooniestype adventure with some time travel thrown in – a great combination! A
wonderful adventure story for both boys and girls. The friendship between
the group of friends was both heart-warming and funny and I liked the
fact that they had to deal with the everyday problems of teenagers as
well as the more supernatural problems that the magic pen presented!
Amazon Customer
Key Selling Points



Compelling time travel storyline featuring dinosaurs, ghosts and
World War 2.
Strong relatable young characters.



Real life themes including: growing up, young love, loss and being
brave.

Comparable Works
Harry Potter by JK Rowling
Stranger Things
The Goonies
Back to the Future

For more information please contact Shaun Russell at
shaun@candyjarbooks.co.uk or 02921 157202

